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Asymptotic Distributions for the Elementary Symmetric 
Functions of Two Matrices under the Assumption of Linearity 
D. J. DE WAAL* 
University of North Carolina, and University of the Orange Free State, 
Bloemfontein, South Africa 
Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
The asymptotic distributions of the elementary symmetric functions (esf’s) 
of the characteristic roots of a noncentral multivariate beta matrix and of the 
generalized correlation matrix (noncentral under the assumption of linearity) 
are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X(p x q) be distributed multivariate normal N(M; 2 @ 1,); i.e., the 
columns of X are independently distributed with covariance 2. If q >, p, then 
B = XX is distributed noncentral Wishart with q degrees of freedom and non- 
centrality parameter 9 = Z-lMM’, denoted by W(Z, q, Q). Let A(p x p) be 
distributed independently W(Z, n), then the first matrix we are interested in is 
VI = A--l& 
The second matrix we are interested in is the matrix 
V, = A&G, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where A is partitioned as 
A= 2 (ax!?) 21 
I 21 22 
and A,,., = A,, - A,&$A,, , G = A1,A$A,, . It is known [9] that A,,., 
is distributed W(Zl:,,., , n - p + q) and, conditional on A,, independent of AlIns, 
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that G is distributed W&,., ,p - q, A), A = Z’&$3&/3’.Z&f, /3 = Z;.&i. 
Z is partitioned in a similar way to A. It may be pointed out that Vi is the matrix 
associated with a test of means and Vz with the test of independence. 
Although Krishnaiah and Chattopadhyay [6] obtained the moments of the 
elementary symmetric functions of a wide class of random matrices including 
the matrices V, and V, , the author obtained the expected values of the jth 
elementary symmetric functions of the characteristic roots of the matrices I; and 
V, denoted by trj V, and trj V, , respectively, in an explicit form, but they are 
not given in this paper for the sake of brevity. In Section 3 we derive the asymp- 
totic distributions of the esf’s of the characteristic roots of these two matrices 
under the assumption of linearity. In Section 2 a few preliminary results will be 
given. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION 2.1 James [4]. If F(q x q) has a density 
rn(Q(n + 4 - PN r&P) 
e tr(+j) IF 1(1/2)(P-q-1) j  I +F I--(l/Z)(n+n) 
x $Xt(n + d; 4~; WV + W’>, F > 0, (2*1) 
then we say F is distributed as a noncentral multivariate beta distribution of the 
second kind with p and n. + q - p degrees of freedom and noncentrality 
parameter s;). 
The 1F1 function is called the confluent hypergeometric function of matrix 
argument and 
r*(a) = Tr*(*-l)/J fi qa + +(I - i)). (2.2) 
i=l 
LEMMA 2.1 de Waal [3]. Let .Z be any real nonsymmetric matrix, then 
a trj Z/U = (- l)+1 2 (-1 )i-i(q-1 trjmi 2. 
id 
(2.3) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F(q x q) be distributed as a noncentral multivariate beta 
distribution of the second hind with p and n - p + q degrees of freedom and non- 
centrality parameter Q, and let R be any q x q positive definite symmetric matrix, 
then 
Ee tr(itnRF) = j I - 2itR I-1/2re tr{itRf2(1- 2itR)-l} + O(n-l). (2.4) 
Proof. Define F = X’A-IX, where X(p x q) is distributed N(M; Z @ I,), 
q < p, and A is distributed W(Z, n) independent of X, then F is distributed 
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noncentral multivariate beta of the second kind with p and n - p + q degrees 
of freedom and noncentrality parameter 52 = M’Z-‘M. From Crowther Cl], the 
density of F conditional on A is given by (assume .Z = I without any loss of 
generality) 
A- ~-(I/z)P~ j A j(l/Z)q e tr(-M’M) 1 F j(lD)(P+-l) 
r,<a PI 
X CK(-iF(Y-$zM)‘A(Y-&sM)), F>O, (2.5) 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the density 
,-(l/Z)W+tr(-&Y'Y), VP x !z>- (2.6) 
Hence 
Ee tr(itnRF) = E,E,{e tr(itnRF) 1 A} 
= E.,2-(1/2)pq 1 A j(1/2)q(-int)-(l/2)ll’l 1 R I-(~P)P e tr(-&M’M)Ey 
r,w + 4)) 
= r&n)( -int)‘l/2’*q / R 1--(1/2)~ e tr(-+M’M)Ey 
x /I-~(Y-~M)R-‘(Y-~~)‘~l’z)(n+q’ 
= (-2it)- (lP)Pq 1 R ]--(1/2)~ e tr( -&M’M)Ey 
1 
x e tr m I ( y 
--2&T! y 211” I( - & M) R-j + O(+) 
= (-2&)-(1/2)Pq 1 R (--(~P)P e tr( -$M’M) 
x e tr - --& M’MR-’ 
( )I 
I - & R-l j-(lia,’ 
x e tr I - -?- R-IM’MR-1 (I - -& R-l 
1 8it 11 
-l + O(n-1) 
= 1 I - 2itR j--(lj2)P e tr{itM’M(1- 2itR)-lR} + O(h). (2.7) 
Substitute .Z-‘-1/2M for M and the lemma is proved. 
It is interesting to note from (2.3) that ignoring terms O(n-l) nRF has a 
noncentral Wishart distribution with p degrees of freedom, noncentrality 
parameter M’Z-1M, and covariance matrix R. The distribution of tr nRF, 
ignoring terms O(n-l), will be denoted by &(R, @2), D = M’Z-lM, so that we 
have the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 2.2. If the characteristic function of the scalar variable 2 is 
given by 
(b(t) = ! I - 2itR (-(1/2)Pe tr(itRQ(1 - 2itR)-l], (23) 
where R(q x q) and Q(q x q) are positive definite symmetric, then Z is distri- 
buted as x&(R, $2). 
Remark 1. It is clear from (2.8) that if R = 1, then 4(t) is the characteristic 
function of a noncentral -&&tr Sz) distribution with pq degrees of freedom and 
noncentrality parameter +tr Q, i.e., 
$,(I, &2) = x&(+ tr Q). (2.9) 
Remark 2. The density of 2 defined in Definition (2.2) can, unfortunately, 
not yet be written in an explicit form. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Ignoring terms O(n-l) and assuming linearity on trj Vl , i.e., 
{I = trj nVl = trj Q + tr((nV, - 9) T,), (3.‘) 
5, - trj 52,+ tr .Wj is distributed x,~(I’~ , &2), where rj = 8 trj Q/&J = 
(- 1 >j-l& (- l)i-iQni-l tr,JJ. 
Prooj. It is clear that p lim,,, nVl = 9, Q = EIMM’. Under the assump- 
tion of linearity [6] we can therefore write 
trj nV, = trj Q + tr((nV1 - sZ)(a trj Q/X!). 
For the purpose of the differentiation a trj Q/%J, Q can be assumed nonsymmetric 
since it appears in a trace operation and makes no difference in the final result. 
Using Lemma 2.1, the characteristic function of 5, can be written as 
A,(t) = E exp(G) 
= exp(it trj S2)e tr( -itQTj) Ee tr(itn VJ’,). 
Using (2.3) with R replaced by rj and applying Definition 2.2, the theorem 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Ignoring terms O(n-I) and assuming linearity on tri V, , i.e., 
5% = trj nVS = trj 0 + tr((nVz - 8) Aj), (3.2) 
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6 = ?t~~m12~&r21.z~~? (3.3) 
Proof. Assuming (3.3) [8], it follows that p limn+m nA;~$GA;~!~ = 8. 
Under the assumption of linearity we therefore can write 
trj nV2 = trj 0 + tr(nV, - 0)(8 trj s/M)). 
Using Lemma 2.1 with Z replaced by 0 and (2.3), the characteristic function 
of 5s given A,, fixed, can be written as 
#~~,l~,,(t) = exp(it trj I+ tr(--it&lj) ( I - 2&l, j--(r/a)@-*) 
X e tr(itd(I - 2&l,)-lAj) + O(+), 
where A = Z&2/?A22/3’.?&2. ‘/’ Hence the unconditional characteristic function of 
5, becomes 
But 
r&Jt) = exp(it tr, 0)e tr( -it&lj) 1 I - 2it4 I--(1/2)(P-g)E,+a 
X e tr(itA,,~Z;~~(l - 2&$)-l fljC;,f~2~> + O(n-l). (3.4) 
(3.5) 
Use was made of the expression 
) I - (l/n)s \--12E = e tr(xS) + O(n-l), 
and the fact that 
~~yq2q‘p2,~~ = (1 /n)EJ + O(n-1). 
Substitute (3.5) in (3.4) and the theorem follows. 
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